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that is why raw strings is very different from the standard string libraries available in the market today. the sampled instruments are all played in the traditional way: bowed, plucked, strummed, hammered, and struck; the delicate recording techniques allow each
instrument to shine; and the melody of each instrument is highlighted. there is no distortion, clipping, or aliasing, making raw strings a great choice for all kinds of music. you will even find some sound effects included, like a siren, a church bell, and a fire bell. just like the

cremona quartet, raw strings is also an archaic instrument, in the same way that stravinsky and schoenberg did. the traditional and unusual instruments used to make this library are played, as they were back in the day, with the same passion as the rest of the library. the
timbre of raw strings is an unrivaled sound. the excellent samples and high-quality and unique recording techniques are the reasons why this library stands out. another key aspect is the way the harmonic structure of the instruments was recorded and used: it makes the
instruments sound even more vibrant. vibrato, the strings sways and bends, but it is not quite as audible as in other libraries, and this adds a touch of realism to the library. it is also worth mentioning that the melody is recorded in a manner that makes it more prominent,

and this brings out the characteristics of the instruments better.
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hyperion strings elements is a universal string ensemble library built for everyone. it was recorded with uncompromising engineering precision and then hand-edited and carefully balanced to achieve a new benchmark in quality and playability. it's made for native
instruments free kontakt player and the nks standard. this virtual instrument is a robust musical production workhorse that will serve you well, whether youre a working composer, student, producer, songwriter, arranger, band, sound designer, or are just curious about

creating your own music. its ready to perform from the moment you load it up. session strings pro 2 is a complete instrument to help you create your own real strings and string sections from scratch. no matter what kind of music you want to create, there's a tool for it. it's
made for native instruments free kontakt player and the nks standard. this virtual instrument is a robust musical production workhorse that will serve you well, whether youre a working composer, student, producer, songwriter, arranger, band, sound designer, or are just

curious about creating your own music. its ready to perform from the moment you load it up. the title says it all. it was a real treat to see the demos of the new kontakt 6, and the demos are very impressive. i like the new features of the new engine. very intuitive and easy
to use. i can't wait to see how i can use it for my composition work. not only the new engine, but also the new interface, the new instruments and the new sounds. i think that this is one of the best and most important upgrades that kontakt has ever had. i can't wait to get

my hands on it. 5ec8ef588b
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